Introduction
In most system identi cation and estimation techniques it is necessary to assume that the signal is stationary. This requires that the underlying statistics and the model parameters that characterize the process are not dependent on time. However, this assumption is often incorrect for many physical signals encountered in speech processing, EEG analysis and seismology. No general mathematical framework for dealing with non-stationary signals exists and in practice, the problem of time dependency is circumvented by presuming that the process is locally stationary over a relatively short time interval, but globally non-stationary. The assumption that the process does not depart \too far" from stationarity over a nite time window then allows the application of standard stationary time series analysis techniques to the data over each nite time window. This procedure is often reasonable when the time variation of the process is slow and the number of observations in each nite window is su cient to allow a reasonable estimate of the desired model parameters. However, from a modelling point of view this approach is clearly sub-optimal in that any change in the parameter values can only occur at window boundaries.
In this paper we describe a Bayesian framework for modelling non-stationary processes using timevarying autoregressive models. This framework is quite general because it allows any form of time variation in the parameters to be represented as basis functions. The parameters of the TVAR process are estimated using an e cient Gibbs sampling scheme. This sampling scheme is extended to include an interpolation stage which samples the interpolant from the overall non-stationary model of the process.
Time Varying AR Models
Modelling non-stationary signals with autoregressive (AR) models having time-varying coe cients is a well studied problem 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . The signal values are projected onto a basis of time functions that allow the global signal to be represented as a set of constant parameters (i.e. the basis coe cients); in e ect, this is just a transformation of the non-stationary signal into a di erent space where it can be viewed as a linear time-invariant process. The goodness of t achieved using this technique is heavily dependent on the subspace spanned by the chosen time functions. The schemes proposed by Subba Rao 3] , Grenier 1] and Liporace 6] all assume that the pole movements are relatively slow varying and can be modelled using a xed basis of time functions. Standard choices for these time functions include Legendre polynomials, Fourier basis functions, Discrete Prolate Spheroidal Sequences (DPSS) and B-splines. The framework is completely general in that it allows any family of time functions to be used such that advantage can be taken of any available a priori information about the signal such as \seasonal" e ects or discontinuities.
Analysis of Time-Varying AR Models
A stationary autoregressive (AR) process y of order p is one of the form y(n) = ?c 1 y(n ? 1) ? c 2 y(n ? 2) ? ? c p y(n ? p) + e(n) (1) that is, the current observation at time t = i is dependent on the weighted sum of the previous p observations (i.e. the observations at t = i ? 1, t = i ? 2, : : :, t = i ? p) plus some stationary excitation noise process e. The weights c applied to the previous observations are known as AR coe cients; if these coe cients are constants and the poles are inside the unit circle then the resulting time series is stationary since the statistics of the process are not dependent on time.
If the AR coe cients are functions that are allowed to vary with time then the general model is considerably more exible since it can be used to represent particular types of process where the statistics of the time series are dependent on time. Let x be a time-varying AR process of order p, x(n) = ?f 1 (n ? 1)x(n ? 1) ? f 2 (n ? 2)x(n ? 2) ? ? f p (n ? p)x(n ? p) + e(n) (2) where f i is the function that represents the i th AR time varying coe cient and e(n) is a zero-mean, ). However, obtaining parameter estimates from this joint distribution is generally non-trivial and analytical closed form solutions cannot be found. For this reason it is necessary to resort to numerical techniques to perform the parameter estimation. In the following section we describe a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method known as the Gibbs Sampler which allows samples to be drawn from conditional probability distributions of the parameters. In this way histograms of the parameter values can be plotted and maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates can be obtained.
Gibbs Sampler
The Gibbs sampler is a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme which allows random variates to be sampled from a joint probability density function p(!; ; ). It is one of the simplest and most exible sampling techniques available for this task. The origins of MCMC sampling schemes are in statistical physics and in general it requires fairly signi cant computational expense. With increased availability in computing power it is beginning to be applied to general problems in engineering and signal processing 7, 8, 9, 10].
The basic idea behind the Gibbs sampler is that the problem of obtaining samples from a joint PDF can be broken down to drawing successive samples from a set of PDFs of smaller dimensionality. The application to parameter estimation problems is obvious. If we have a PDF of large dimension for which we require the parameter values that maximize that PDF; then the Gibbs sampler, by drawing samples from the PDF, enables the formation of histograms of the parameters from which reasonable point estimates can be inferred.
Let us give a brief description of the practical operation of the scheme. In order to sample variates from the joint PDF p(!; ; ): Similar to other MCMC methods the sampling scheme requires an initial transient period known as \burn-in" where the sampling scheme converges. This should be discarded. The length of the burn-in period depends on the dimensionality and a posteriori correlations between the di erent parameters 11]. Samples drawn after this stage can be considered as samples drawn from the joint PDF p(!; ; ).
The Gibbs sampler satis es the conditions of detailed balance 1 and it can be shown that the joint density is an invariant distribution of the Markov Chain. More detailed information on the Gibbs sampler and its convergence properties can be found in 12, 13, 10, 14, 15].
Prior Distributions on the AR Coe cients
In order to form the joint PDF of all the free parameters of the model speci ed by equation 3 we must assign prior distributions to the actual TVAR coe cients. These prior distributions may be non-informative or may incorporate relevant information regarding the physical process. We will describe these two types of prior on the model parameters, each of which imposes di erent constraints on the exibility of the model. The rst is a non-informative Gaussian prior with a common variance. The second is a Gaussian smoothing prior which imposes the constraint that the k th order di erences of the TVAR coe cients are minimized. This prior has the e ect of smoothing the resulting representations of the AR coe cients.
Gaussian Prior
If no prior knowledge regarding the model parameters is available then one possible prior would consider the basis coe cients as independent normally distributed variables with unknown variance p(a j The parameters and can be chosen so as to make the inverse Gamma prior on 2 di use and prevent the term from collapsing to zero (this is similar to imposing a constraint that excludes the trivial solution). This is often necessary for hyperparameters 
2 The Je reys' prior is an inverse Gamma density in the limit (with appropriate scaling factors) with alpha equal to zero and beta equal to in nity. Hence assigning the Je reys' prior to 2 results in the distribution p( 2 ) = 1 2 . The Je reys' prior is known as an improper prior as it is not a normalized PDF.
In appendix A.1 it is shown how the appropriate conditional PDFs of the parameters can be obtained from this expression for the joint PDF so as to allow the Gibbs sampler to be applied easily.
Gaussian Smoothing Prior
In certain applications we may have some prior knowledge as to the general nature of the nonstationarity in terms of the variation of the statistics of the process. Usually this information is expressed in fairly vague terms such as smoothness of the time dependent coe cients due to known physical constraints on the underlying process. For example, if we know that there exists a physical constraint on the variation of the AR coe cients such that their variation is \smooth" in the sense that the second-order di erences are small (i.e. approximately maximally at to degree 2) then this information can be incorporated by placing constraints on the model parameters a i . De ne the (N ? 2) N matrix D such that Dx = x(n) ? 2x(n ? 1) + x(n ? 2) is the vector of second order di erences.
The smoothness constraint applied to each basis vector used to represent each TVAR coe cient can be expressed in terms of the probability density function of the basis coe cient conditioned on some regularization constant ij ; which refers to the j th basis coe cient of the representation of the i th TVAR coe cient; hence p(a i j i1 ; : : :; im ) = (2 ) ? 1 The regularization constants ij describes the ratio of the goodness of t to the degree of \smooth-ing" the constraint applies to the reconstructed signal 19]. This explicitly relates the required degree of constraint in terms of the actual smoothness provided by each basis vector included in the reconstructed signal. In certain applications, values for ij may be known as functions of the data length. The use of the smoothness constraint ensures that high frequency basis vectors do not have an excessive e ect on each of the AR coe cient representations yet at the same time it provides a reasonable approximation to the actual time variations of the AR coe cient.
The physical interpretation of the regularizers is as inverse variance terms which act as a set of independent weights on each of the basis coe cients. Hence, a possible prior distribution to apply to the ij is the Gamma distribution given by p( ij j 0 ; 0 ) =
The 0 and 0 parameters are chosen so that the Gamma PDF is di use and has a mean of one 3 .
The joint probability density function of the data and the parameters can be written as p(x; a; 11 ; : : :; 1m ; : : :; pm ; e ) = p(x j a; e )p( (11) where the parameters 0 and 0 de ne a di use Gamma prior on the regularizers ij which prevents the terms from going to zero. In a similar manner to that shown in appendix A.1 the appropriate conditional PDFs of the parameters can be obtained from the joint PDF using the Gibbs sampler. The application of the Gibbs Sampler to this task allows an interpolant for the missing section of data to be obtained that is typical of the time-varying AR process, and not one that simply best ts the missing section. This is desirable in many practical situations, such as audio restoration, where it is evident that interpolation based on a maximum likelihood (ML) or expectation maximization (EM) restoration of missing samples will often result in an interpolant which is atypical of the underlying process 16, 9] . This reasoning corresponds with the statistical physics interpretation of the estimation of the missing samples. Both maximum likelihood estimation and Gibbs sampling draw variates from the Boltzmann distribution fexp h ? variates at a temperature of unity, the ambient temperature 10, 12]. Hence, sampling from the predictive density p(z j y) results in a typical interpolation since the interpolant and observed data are at the same temperature T = 1.
Let us derive some expressions that detail the implementation of the method. Rewriting equation 4 we can express the error residuals in terms of y and z we obtain e = A y y + A z z (12) where A y and A z are lower triangular matrices containing the actual TVAR coe cients f i . The Jacobian of the transformation of variables from the error residuals to the data (e ! fy; zg) is unity and the likelihood function is given by p(z; y j 
By representing the TVAR coe cients using a set of basis functions the joint PDF of the data (both observed and missing) and the associated parameters can be formed as in equations 8-11.
However, for the purposes of interpolation only the predictive density p(z j y) is required. The other parameters such as the AR coe cients and the error residual variances are unimportant 16, 12, 13] . Hence, after the Gibbs sampler has converged MAP (maximum a posteriori) estimates for the other parameters should be substituted back into the expression for the joint PDF to give a rst order approximate expression for the predictive density p(z j y) p(z j y; MAP ;
This can then be used to obtain an approximate sample for the missing data z. In Appendix A.2 the conditional PDF of the missing data z is derived from the joint PDF given in equation 13.
Results

Gaussian Prior
The following is a synthetic example describing the application of the Gibbs sampler to the problem of the estimating TVAR coe cients. We choose a relatively simple problem where the correct set of basis functions is known beforehand; this allows us to verify that the Gibbs Sampler does indeed converge and draw samples from the correct conditional probability distributions. It should be noted that even for this simple problem a closed form analytical solution does not exist 1, 2, 20].
The Gibbs sampler was applied to a data set consisting of 2000 samples of a synthetically generated time-varying autoregressive process of order 5. The functional forms (t is sampled uniformly on the interval 0; 2 ]) of the TVAR coe cients are given by f 1 (t) = 0:6 sin(2t), f 2 (t) = ?0:4 cos(t), f 3 (t) = ?0:3 cos(2t), f 4 (t) = 0:6 sin(t), and f 5 (t) = ?0:7 cos(t) respectively. A Fourier basis set consisting of the ve functions U f = 1; sin(t); cos(t); sin(2t); cos(2t)] T was used. Figure 1 shows an example of the true TVAR coe cient (solid line) and its corresponding estimate (dashed line) determined using the Gaussian prior on the coe cients. Figure 2 shows the histogram of the error residual variance (the true value is 1.00; the estimated value is 1.004 and the estimated standard deviation is 0.03; the estimates from the histogram are made using a weighted average of the samples in each bin). These results show that the estimates are in good agreement with the true TVAR coe cients f i (t). In this example 2500 iterations of the Gibbs sampler were performed. Conservatively, the rst 1000 were discarded as \burn-in". It should be noted that in practice the parameter values appeared to converge very quickly, usually by 15 to 20 iterations. 
Gaussian Smoothing Prior
Applying the Gaussian smoothing prior to the same data described in section 6.1 gave almost identical results which is to be expected since the smoothness of the TVAR coe cients is primarily dictated by the smoothness of the basis functions used. In this case the ve Fourier basis functions were of low frequency so the e ect of the smoothing constraint was not appreciable.
In order to demonstrate the Gaussian smoothing prior the TVAR coe cients were estimated on the same data but using a di erent basis set U h which consisted of the ve Fourier basis vectors plus another ve (arbitrary) high frequency basis vectors. Figures 3 and 4 show the representation of the fourth TVAR coe cient using the Gaussian prior and Gaussian smoothing prior respectively. It is clear from these gures that the representation using the Gaussian smoothing prior is less \noisy" in that it attempts to suppress the e ect of the high frequency basis functions. In practice, this will not be very important if the set of basis vectors chosen contain only low frequency basis functions. The problem of interpolation was considered with regard to the time-varying AR(5) process described in section 6.1: 200 samples between n = 801 and n = 1000 inclusive were removed and considered`missing'. The Gibbs sampler was then applied to the data performing a full parameter estimation and an interpolation of the missing data. After 5000 iterations (2000 were discarded as`burn-in') MAP estimates of the parameters were made (i.e. the values of the basis coe cients a and the error residual variance 2 e ). An approximate predictive density p(z j y) was obtained by substituting these parameter values back into the conditional PDF for the interpolant which is given by equation 28. A sample from the predictive density is chosen as a typical representation of the missing data. For the sake of comparison an ML (maximum likelihood) estimate 21, 22] of the interpolant was also determined. This is shown in gure 6. In this case 2 e was estimated as 0.8818 and the representations of the TVAR coe cients were inferior to those obtained using the Gibbs Sampler; a plot of the ML estimate of the 4 th TVAR coe cient is given in gure 7. Figures 5 and 6 show that the Gibbs Sampler interpolant is more typical of the underlying timevarying process than that obtained using the ML method.
Chirp Data
We have illustrated the bene t of using the Gibbs sampler for estimating the basis coe cients of a time-varying AR model. However, is there any bene t in using a time-varying AR model as opposed Audio data is non-stationary but can be considered stationary over a relatively small time interval 16]. In general, the data is modelled using autoregressive models over the time interval during which the data can be considered stationary. As the time-variation of the data is relatively slow the use of a time-varying autoregressive model would be useful in order to model large sections of data and represent the underlying process more accurately. Figure 10 shows 3000 samples of real audio data (solo vocal music sampled at 44.1 kHz) that is clearly non-stationary. . 4 The choice of basis set is problem dependent. Initially a Fourier basis set was chosen but the convergence and variance properties of the basis coe cients were found to be inferior to Legendre polynomial basis functions. The choice of model order was made by plotting a curve of approximate mean squared residual error against model order and choosing the model order where it appeared that the mean squared error levelled o . This model order selection stage could be formulated within a Bayesian procedure 23, 20] .
Three sections, each of L samples, were removed from the data block, as shown by the dotted vertical lines in gure 10 . Each missing block consisted of L samples from n = N 0 + 1 to n = N 0 + L inclusive. A Gibbs sampler with a Gaussian smoothing prior was used to estimate the joint density of the three sections of missing data and the unknown model parameters. Figures 11-13 show the restorations of the L = 200 block of missing data at N 0 = 600, N 0 = 1400 and N 0 = 2400 respectively. In each gure the interpolants are given by solid lines and the true data is indicated by the dashed lines. The vertical dotted lines in each gure indicates the region over which the interpolation was performed. Clearly, the restorations appear to` t' the missing section in each case and are typical of the observed data in that local vicinity. This demonstrates that a time-varying AR model can successfully represent an entire non-stationary data block as shown in gure 10.
Conclusion
In this paper we have considered the problem of applying the Gibbs sampler to the problem of estimating the parameters of time varying AR processes. Using a Bayesian approach the prior on the time-varying autoregressive coe cients can be assigned so as to incorporate constraints such as the degree of smoothness of the parametric variation. Two priors on the time-varying coe cients are considered: a Gaussian prior and a Gaussian smoothing prior which constrains the coe cient variations to be smooth to k th degree.
The Gibbs sampler is applied to several examples of synthetic and real data which illustrate that the scheme is an e ective method for characterizing these hierarchical models. In addition, a simple extension to the sampling scheme allows an interpolation stage to be included. The type of non-stationary data resulting from time-varying AR processes, thought to be common in many engineering applications such as speech and audio processing, cannot be modelled or characterized using standard analytical techniques. However, applying the Gibbs sampling scheme to the problem allows histograms of each of the free parameters to be determined, from which reasonable point estimates can be inferred.
where e(n) is stationary Gaussian, white noise. Each of the TVAR coe cients f i is represented by a set of basis functions fu j : j = 1; : : :; mg or by a stochastic process r i . The residual error sequence e can be written as e = x + X 1 f 1 + + X p f p (16) In all cases the Jacobian of the transformation between the error residuals and the data (i.e. e ! x) is unity and the likelihood function is in the standard Gaussian form p(xjf 1 ; : : :; f p ; 
A.1 Gaussian Prior
The joint PDF of the data and the parameters is given by 
